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What is Optimus?
Optimus is a decentralized algorithmic trading protocol secured
by the Polygon blockchain. Our protocol allows users to benefit
from algorithmic trading without the hassle of making your own
bots or using a sketchy third-party API linked to your identity on
a centralized exchange.

Optimus is a low-risk algorithmic trading solution that generates
profits for OPT3 holders on a daily basis. The profits of Optimus’
trades - averaging 1% per day - are distributed to OPT3 holders
automatically. This simplifies the user experience and makes
the power of AI trading accessible to everybody. Taking part is
easy: just buy OPT3 and hold it in your wallet to earn 1% daily.

Optimus is built by the defi community for the defi community.
No venture capitalists (bullies) were involved in the making of
this venture.

How does it work?

Optimus provides secure, long-term passive income for OPT3
holders. It does this by generating revenue from the profitable
trades of algorithmic trading bots. Optimus’ bots trade a wide
range of token pairs including the OPT3 token itself. Part of the
revenue generated by the bots is used to acquire OPT3/USDT
liquidity in the liquidity pool on Quickswap. This creates deeper
liquidity over time and provides resilience to market volatility.

As a liquidity provider on Quickswap, Optimus earns a 0.3% fee
for every swap that is made in the OPT3/USDT pool. Swap fees
are redeposited into the pool automatically (compounded),
creating exponentially more liquidity and revenue over time.

Every day, the OPT3 token rebases, increasing the total supply
of tokens by exactly 1%. After every rebase, Optimus burns 1% of
OPT3 tokens held in liquidity. This is a deflationary mechanism
put in place to counteract the reduction in price that would
otherwise occur as a result of an imbalance in the respective
value of paired tokens. To learn more about how this, refer to
Uniswap’s constant product formula “X * Y = K”. Follow our burn
address to see how many tokens we have already burned!

0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead
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How to buy OPT3

Have your MetaMask wallet ready and funded with MATIC on the
polygon network. [Link]. Remember, its a good habit to keep 1-2
MATIC in your wallet to cover gas fees.

In MetaMask, change your network to Polygon chain (MATIC). The
easiest way to do this is to visit https://polygonscan.com, scroll
to the bottom of the page and click the button that says “Add
Polygon Network”.

Go to https://optimus.money/ and click “Buy OPT3” in the top
right corner of the screen. This will take you directly to the
OPT3/USDT swap page on QuickSwap where you can swap your
USDT for OPT3 tokens.

If the swap page doesn’t load the OPT3/USDT pair automatically,
click “Select a token” and paste the OPT3 token address (below)
in the search field.

OPT3 Token Address
0xCf630283E8Ff2e30C29093bC8aa58CADD8613039

Enter an amount of MATIC and click “Swap”, then confirm the
transaction in MetaMask. That’s it! You’re now the proud owner
of your very own OTP3 tokens. To see the tokens in your wallet,
you will need to import them. In MetaMask, navigate to “Assets”
tab and click on “Import tokens”. Paste the OTP3 token address
(above) in the first input field. MetaMask will fill the second and
third fields with the ticker “OTP3” and decimals “18”. If everything
looks right, click  “Add Custom Token”. You will now see your OPT3
tokens in MetaMask.

How much will I earn?

You will earn 1% daily returns on any amount of OPT3 tokens that
you hold in your wallet. This happens 100% automatically - just sit
back and watch your balance grow! You can sell your OTP3 token
at any time. No staking. No lockup. No fees. Easy!

Tokenomics

- Fair Launch with 21 Million premined OPT3 tokens.

- 1% daily rewards distributed to all OPT3 holders equally.

- Optimus buys and burns tokens to create price stability.

- Optimus owns 100% of its own liquidity.

https://polygonscan.com
https://optimus.money/


Fees (there aren't any)

Its that simple, we don’t need fees or bogus referral schemes
to make a product that works. We trust in our results to grow.
Optimus is fair, organic and driven to achieve good things for
our community.

Roadmap

The roadmap is currently a work in progress. We are listening to
input and feedback from the community as we take Optimus all
the way to the top; together.

- Create deeper liquidity generating swap fees

- Listing wOPT on known centralized exchanges

- Bonding mechanism

- Expansion into gamefi via new NFT ecosystem

- Team development & strategic acquisitions

- Optimus V3 (multichain here we come)

These are exciting times! Keep an eye on this space as there is
much more to follow!!! The roadmap will be updated as we go.

Team

Optimus was born out of the desire to do something good for
the defi community. Russty’s vision and mastery of algorithmic
bot trading put together with dev Delicious Tuna’s knowledge of
smart contracts have helped us take Defidude’s original idea to
make the power of bot trading available to everyone and evolve
it into something much greater.

With the support of our community, we will continue to develop
Optimus and build it into something truly epic. We are currently
searching for new people to join the team and be a part of our
journey from the very beginning. If you think you can contribute,
please reach out to us in the OPTIMUS OFFICIAL telegram chat.


